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Websites must remain accessible if tracking cookies are
refused

News item / March 7, 2019

Websites that only allow visitors access to their site if they agree to the placement of

so-called 'tracking cookies' or other similar ways of tracking and recording behavior through software or

other digital methods do not comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR ). The Dutch Data

Protection Authority has published this standard explanation today. The AP received dozens of complaints

from website visitors who, after refusing tracking cookies, were unable to access the web pages they

wanted to consult. The AP will therefore intensify checks on correct compliance and has meanwhile sent a

number of specific parties a letter about this.

Tracking software

“The digital tracking and recording of surfing behavior on the internet via tracking software or other digital

methods is one of the greatest processing of personal data, because almost everyone is active on the

internet. To protect privacy, it is therefore important that parties ask website visitors for proper permission,

”said Aleid Wolfsen, chairman of the AP.

“In this way, people can make conscious and correct use of their right to protection of personal data. If a

website asks for permission for tracking cookies and if it is refused to access the website or service, people

are under pressure to give their personal data and that is unlawful. "

Only with permission

Under the rules of the GDPR, organizations must have a basis for processing personal data. If companies

want to follow people with tracking cookies, tracking software or other digital methods, they must ask

permission. This is not without reason; website visitors should be able to trust that their personal data is

properly protected, according to the rules of the privacy law.

Many websites therefore ask for permission in advance to place various 'tracking software' such as tracking

cookies, tracking pixels or fingerprinting. There is no objection to software for the proper functioning of the

website and general analysis of the visit to that site. More thorough monitoring and analysis of the behavior

of website visitors and sharing this information with other parties is only allowed with permission. That

permission must be fully available.

Cookiewall does not offer a free choice

https://autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/nl/onderwerpen/internet-telefoon-tv-en-post/cookies
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With so-called 'cookie walls' on websites (no permission means no access), the permission is not released,

because website visitors cannot access the website without giving permission. Under the GDPR, permission

is not 'free' if someone has no real or free choice. Or if the person cannot refuse permission without adverse

consequences.

Investigation and enforcement

With the publication of this explanation of the standard, the task for the organizations involved is to adapt

their practice to this where necessary. The AP has sent the organizations about which it has received the

most complaints a letter explaining the standards. In it, the AP also announces that it will intensify control

in the coming period to see whether the standard is being applied correctly, in the interest of protecting

privacy.

More information cookie walls

Can I use a cookie wall as an organization?

How do I, as an organization, request permission without a cookie wall?

How does the AP explain the legal standards regarding cookie walls?

How does the explanation of the GDPR relate to other rules regarding cookies?
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